






MATHEMATICS RESEARCH CENTER UNITED STATES ARMY

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

MADISON 6, WISCONSIN
RUDOLPH E, LANGER, director

August 2, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener

Universita Di Napoli
Istituto Di Fisica Teorica

Mostra d'Oltremare, Pad. 19
Napoli, ITALY

Dear Norbert,

My colleague, John Gurland, has given me your letter of July 26
which was in response to his inquiry of May 22 on the matter of a

symposium which was then in the early stage of consideration. We were
both delighted to know that we might look forward to your participation.

As a result of the responses that were received, this Research
Center has decided to conduct a symposium; but on a somewhat more

restricted topic and by a procedure which we have hitherto used. The
"itle now fixed is

"Stochastic Models in Medicine and Biology"

and the dates are June 12 - 14, 1963. The objective is to provide an
occasion for the presentation of the models upon which current research
is being based in the medical and other biological fields.

This letter is to invite you to be one of the symposium speakers.

What we would like from you is a lecture of about forty minutes length on
3 phase of this subject that has occupied you. The lectures are to be

subsequently published in a volume of symposium proceedings, and
since that publication is to be as prompt as possible (for our past
symposiums it has been within eight months) we would like to receive a
manuscript from vou at the time of the symposium.

If vou accept this invitation I can assure you of the following:

(1) Transportation from your home to Madison and return.
(2) Hotel and meal maintenance during the symposium.
(3) An honorarium of two hundred dollars.



I hope very much that you will find that you can accept this
invitation, and I shall look forward to hearing from you to that effect.

When I was last at MIT I heard that you had had an accident.

[ hope you have completely recovered and are again as good as new.

My best regards.

Sincerely,

1 =. Langer

/ym





THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

PROGRAM IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES

August 2, 1962

Professor Nobert Weiner
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Weiner:

The Colloquium Committee of the Program in Communi-
cation Sciences at The University of Michigan would like
to invite you to be a speaker in the Communication Sciences
"ollocuium series.

The Colloquium series next year will be directed
toward the topic "The Communication Sciences and
Natural Systems”. It will be divided into three sections:
biological systems, natural languages, and social systems;
sach section will consist of four talks.

We would like you to give the keynote address
sometime in the early fall, if possible. The other
speakers throughout the year will be discussing specific
topics. We felt that because of your wide experience
you would be best able to discuss the implications of
the Communication Sciences in relation to natural systems
The ideal time would be some Thursday between September
17 and October 6; however, we realize that it would be
impossible to speak here unless you are already planning
to be in this part of the country. Therefore we would
be delighted to have you at anytime between September
and June which would be convenient for you. There is
an honorarium of $150 attached to these lectures.

If you are interested in speaking here, I will
be happy to provide further information.

MHO /gm

Yours truly, | Mallo.MelAA.A a Ó .
Michael H. O'Malley

care of Dr. Gordon E. Peterson,
fommunication Sciences Laboratory)
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Lear Norbert
If Ehe salatabin Seems

mduly familiar I plead “auld
Acquasatance This is number bry
one 7 He Whikemore boys of236
JE. ater 36 Lacan SE,(ambrid Z.
Hou used lo come ronud cis thefuck |
Yard and Show us how bo make pas ,
by mbhug Erich, slate, e&gt; spit Vogether,

= We have also shared an oph-
thalmolegist , Ing Gundersen, &amp; for
the SAME Vensou — cataracts.
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Credit skip erroeously mailed tous for po e 4 |
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American Association

for tbe A tvancement of Science
1515 "AASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON £ D

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

C

DUpont 7-7171

August 2, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I have read quite belatedly, but with very real interest and
appreciation, your article "Science and Society" that appeared in
the July 1961 issue of The Technology Review. There is a passage
in that article that would make a very fine editorial for republi-
cation in Science. It is the passage beginning, "The purpose of
science in society is to enable us to react homeostatically to the
vicissitudes of the future...." (the start of the second full para-
graph in the first column of page 51) and continuing to the end of
the first paragraph in the second column of the same page.

The limitations of the single page on which we print editorials
would require a slight shortening, which I think can best be done
by deleting the final sentences from the first paragraph ("It must
not be at the mercy of historical predictions....") and the final
sentence of the fourth paragraph ("The surgeon should have convinced
himself... .").

I am writing simultaneously to Volta Torrey, editor of The Tech-
nology Review, to request his permission. A copy of that letter is
enclosed. I hope that we may have both your permission and Mr.
Torrey's to use this passage as an editorial in Science.

Sincerely,

-Dal(da Le
Dael Wolfle
Executive Officer

DW/chb

cc: Mr. Volta Torrey

11] AMECIDLITA ALC 7 se SECIENIOT ANI ININIIOT- NalVE=



American Association

for the Advancement of Science
1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES DUpont 7-7171

August 2, 1962

Mr. Volta Torrey, Editor
The Technology Review
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Torrey:

We would like your permission to reprint as an editorial in
Science a selection from the article entitled "Science and Society"
by Norbert Wiener that appeared in the July 1961 issue of The Tech-
nology Review. The excerpt begins with the second full paragraph
(starting, "The purpose of science in society....') on page 51, and
ends with the completion of the first full paragraph on the second
column of that page.

In order to fit our space, it will be necessary to shorten the
selection slightly. I would propose to do so by deleting the final
sentence of the first paragraph (the sentence starting, ''It must not
be at the mercy of historical predictions....") and the final sen-
tence of the last paragraph in the first column (the sentence begin-
ning, "The surgeon should have convinced himself....").

[ am writing to Professor Wiener to request his permission. A
copy of that letter is enclosed. I hope that you will both agree
that this passage from a very interesting article would make a good
aditorial. and that we may have vour permission to use it.

Sincerely,

Dael Wolfle
Executive Officer

DW/chb

te: Professor Norbert Wiener

“Thi\/TY AAECT'RIS:  “|  111 A CYDANCTAS O ME SCIENCE AND INIDIICTD . DECEMRED -



Der Leitende Oberstaatsanwalt
bei dem Landgericht

Aktz.: 25 des 1927/62

23 Bremen, den 2. 8. 1962

Postfach
Verichtshaus, Domsheide
Ternsnrecher: 361 4239

Herrn
Norbert Wiener

Belmont/llassachusetts/
53 Zederroad

Ue Se A.
dm an i nm———tr

Betr.: Strafermittlungsverfahren

gegen Unbekannt

wegen Diebstahls ( 1 Vorderrad mit Bereifung vom
Mercedes - Pkw).

Auf Ihre Anzeige vom 16. 7. 1962:

Das Verfahren ist von mir eingestellt worden, da

ler Täter nicht ermittelt worden ist.

Sollten Ihnen Anhaltspunkte bekannt werden, die

zur Ergreifung des Täters oder sonst zur Aufklärung des

Sachverhalts dienen konnten, so bitte ich um Mitteilung

zu obigem Aktenzeichen.

Im 7 o



COLBY COLLEGE
WATERVILLE, MAINE

OFFICE OF
THE PRESIDENT

August 7, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
[stituto Di Fisica Teorica
Jniversita di Napoli
Mostra d'Oltremare, Pad. 19
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

President Strider is away from his office during
August and has asked me to express his sincere regret
that you will be unable to participate in our Gabriel-
son lecture series in the spring of 1963.

Despite our disappointment we fully understand
the heavy schedule to which vou are committed.

The President was especially pleased to note
that you are willing to consider the possibility of
Lecturing at Colby during the autumn of 1963. I am
sure that he will communicate further with you about
this upon your return from Europe.

Sincerely yours,

- ~ 4

Nmde £ ¢ (ose
Jonas 0. RosenthalAssi tant to the President

JOR:mak



MEMORANDUM

Li Bellman, Chung, Dunham, Koopmans, Moriguti, Raiffa, Robbins,

Savage, Tribus, Wiencr

FROM: Robert E. Machol

SUBJECT: Recent )r--lopments in Information and Decision Processes

DATE: Augucc i

Paul Gray and I have now read page proofs and have prepared an index

and the book is apparently going to be a very professional-looking

job. I expect you will have your copies early in September, or certainl:

before tne end of September, and I anticipate that you will be pleased

has been a pleasure working with all of vou onwith ti resul:

Han nroieu

EP:



MEMORANDUM

IG: Bellman, Chung, Dunham, Koopmans, Moriguti, Raiffa, Savage,

Wiener, Tribus, Robbins

“ROM: Robert E. Machol

SUBJECT: Recent Developments in Information and Decision Processes

JATE: June 22, 1962

The book being published by Macmillan under the subject title is

row well along. (This is the book which came out of the Purdue

symposium.) Paul Gray and I have read and returned the galleys and

ve expect finished books in a month or two. You will, of course,

receive a copy immediately upon publication.

IPN A



MY

e UNNEMAN and COMPANY, Inc.

BOSTON 9, MASSACHUSETTS

DOWNTOWN: 19 CONGRESS ST. UPTOWN: 5 ARLINGTON ST.

CARLETON HUNNEMAN, PRESIDENT
EDWARD L. FRANCIS, MANAGING V.-PRES.
ROBERT LIVERMORE, JR., V.-PRES. &amp; SECY

EDWARD E, WENDELL, V.-PRES. 4 TREAS,.

FROM 18 BRATTLE STREET e CAMBRIDGE 38

UNIVERSITY 4-4430

August 8th, 1962

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

I think the enclosed letter covers all the necessary details,
and I shall appreciate your forwarding it with the leases by air mail
to Dr. and Mrs. Wiener, also sending their check to the Wiener's account
at the Cambridge Trust Company. Later checks will be sent directly to
she bank, including additional deposit on September lst as per third
clause in lease. I understand from Mrs. McCarthy that utilities are
kept in Dr. Wiener's name, are received by you, then sent to the tenants
for payment. Thank you for coping with these various details.

Sincerely yours,

Hunneman and Company, Inc.

(Mrs. E. C. Breed)
by

A
27
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DER BAYERISCHE RUNDFUNK ( 21
POSTANSCHRIFT: BAYERISCHER RUNDFUNK - MONCHEN 2 . RUNDFUNKPLATZ |

Herrn
Professor
Norbert Wiener
Istituto Di Fisica Teorica
Mostra D'Oltremare, Pad. 19

Napoli
ITALIEN

hre Zeichen 'hre Nachricht vom

Abteilung Sonderprogramm
7

RUF-NR. 5900, LE.

(Durchwáhlverkehr)

Unsere Zeichen

Dr. Ho/br

MÜNCHEN

3. August 1962

Sehr verehrter Herr Professor,

38 tut uns allerdings sehr leid, dass Sie nicht mehr dazu

commen, für unser Programm eine Arbeit über Kommunikations-

forschung zu verfassen. Selbstverständlich verstehen und

respektieren wir Ihren Standpunkt vollkommen. Vielleicht

ist es möglich, dass wir einmal ein Gespräch mit Ihnen

“ihren könnten, wenn Sie wieder einmal nach Deutschland

zommen sollten.

Wir danken Ihnen sehr

i\rbeit und verbleiben

für Ihre guten Wünsche zu unserer

mit vorzliglicher Hochachtung

Ihr sehr ergebener.

Jr

Sammel- Ruf (Vermittlung)
‘unkhaus 59001
‘S-Studio Freimann 36561

tudio Nürnberg 65961

“ernschreiber
05 23428

0523551

062144

Drahtwort
3ayernfunk Minchen
"ernsehen München
avernfunk Nurnberg

Bank - Konten

3ayerische Staatsbank Múnchen 1413
3ayerishe Gemeindebank München 6400
Aerck, Fink 8: Co. München 204 46

wy

e

Postscheck - Konto

München 8401



PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE
CZECHOSLOVAK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

PRIKOPY 29, PRAHA 1
1EL. 230-802, 230-819

Director : Prof. A. Kolman Frague, Aususu 8th, 1962.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
To the attention of
Prof. Norbert Wiener
Cambridge - Masse
Boston

Dear Professor Wiener,

, It is with great pleasure that I remember our last
year s meeting in Prague. This time I would like to ask you
a favor.

I shall attend the Fifth World Congress of Sociology
in Washington, September 2 - 8, 1962. At this occasion
I would like to meet you and to exchange views and ex-pe -
riences. In case that you will be not present I would
appreciate meeting one of your collaborators who works in
ny sphere. In case of interest I shall be pleased to read
a paper on one of the following topics :

Presumable and real dangers of cybemetics
space, time, matter and motion in modern cosmology
Importance of history of the existenceproblem in mathematics.

Please address your reply to the above indicated
heading and a copy of it to the address :
A. Kollman, rv» Czechoslovak Embassy, N.W. Massachussets Ave 2349
Washington Delo

No need to mention that it would make me very happy
to meet you personally. With the best wishes for your health,
I am

—heN "75 vours

7



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNÉTIQUE

A. 5. RB tL Namur, 8th Aug. 1962

Secrétariat :

13, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

Tél. (081) 7279.83

Dear Member,

A short time ago you received from us a
reminder that your subscriptionfor1962wasnow due.

Up till now I have no record of having
received the sum in question. May I ask you to be so good as
to settle the matter by one of the methods shown overleaf.

Thanking you in anticipation,

I remain,

Yours faithfully,
 ee &gt;

Aa

LEMAIRE
y Director.

C.C.P [Postal Ch Acct. n° 453.56 — Banquiers/Bankers:Banque de la Société Générale de Belgique. Namur {Belg.) n° 77.851
Paur la Franra Pata Dnetal A O47 Au Crádi 1 wanna De Jae lia lione A ara Me am favanrs da Tata «A ATV A
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1201 Sixteenth Sirest. Northwest Mashiniston 6,

August &amp;, 1962

Dear Professor Wiener:

Richard Renfield of my staff, who is among other
things a highly skilled Sovietologist, has recently
run across an article in the Journal, Sovetskaya
Pedagogika, which appeared in the January 1962 issue.
He made notes and a partial translation of what it

said and; in view of its subject,I suspect you would
like to see it. A copy is enclosed for your informa-
tion.

;

 a 3

* : 1 '

The Educational Policies Commission has in recent years
paid increasing attention to the problem of the processes
of thought. The limits of our ability to analyze this
matterfipuuthe point of view of practicing educators ap-
pear to be about as outlined in the enclosed statement,
The Central Purpose of American Education, which I also
send in the thought that you may find it interesting.

Faithfully yours,
N f

ate.James È. Russell

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

COMMISSION OF THE NATIONAL FICATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE AMÉRICAN ASSMOLSIIGA OR Si af MIS
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39. MASS.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS August 82, 1562

Dear Professor ¢ Mrs. Wiener,

This will be one of the two mailings which I imagine will reach you
in Sweden before you go on traveling, I shall send the next one at the beginning
Sf next week.

There are several things which I'd like to talk to you about cr tell
you, and you must forgive me if my enumeration becomes a bit confused. I Just
ion't want to forget anvthine:

Two days ago, Vrs. Breed of the Hunneman Realty called me with
reference to your Belmont house. It seems that it is quite a difficult task to
find not only suitable people for the house but also for that period of time. She
vanied my opinion concerning two things: Time was of the essence, and she had
found a highly recommended family who were willing to take the house from Sept. through
December although they had only planned to use it until Dec. 1. They have also agreed
tc take your housekeeper. Instead of 3260.20, however, they are willing to nay only
"250.00; also, the house will be uncecupied for one month. The only other possibility
to rent the house would have been three studenis -- which we beth fell was impossible.
She wanted to know if I would advise taking this o-portunity despite the lacking
month and 710 less. She had talked to Frs. Raisbeck, but she did not want to commit
nerself. Well, I did, and I hope you won't mind. I thought this would be a good
hance. Mrs. Sandburg will certainly look in at 53 Cedar Rd. during the month ef
Jane, and the police could be alerted to ride by. They do this in Natick, I know.
lt is better than not finding anything at all.

The German edition of Econ's combination of I AM A VATIFMATICIAN and
EX-PRODIGY has arrivea, INT PMATIF mein Leben looks very impressive and after
thumbing through it has be 187 done, in my opinion. If you wld have a chance
Lo go to Germany, you might see it on the bookstands.

With regard to another book -- The Tempter --, I received a letter
from Prof, Parsegian at Rensselaer who has returned fron his trip to and through
the Soviet Union. He has sent a resume of his trip and has asked if it were possible
to send an autographed copy of the book to the President of the Armenian Academy of
sciences, Prof. Victor Anbartsumian,who had expressed a keen desire to have a CONV,
Parsegian will pay for it. I suppose the only way would be to send a copy to Naples
about the time of the Fall Semester, and if you have no objection. vou cold send it
rarsecian would reimburse vou.

One little byline -- Prof. Wiener's old chair here in the o”fice has
undergone a veritable change. It has been cleaned, waxed and reupholstersd in what
ls called breen in the world of fashion -- a mixture of olive green and brown.

imsteardam,
Dr. Schade cf Amsterdam has sent the transcript of the 2 lectures in
[shall forward it to you in the next mailin”.

Tith very test recar:s as alwave
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August 8, 1962

Dear Professor % Mrs. Wiener,

This will be one of the two mailings which I imagine will reach you
in Sweden before you go on traveling. I shall send the next one at the beginning
Sf next week,

There are several things which I'd like to talk to you about or tell
you, and you must forgive me if my enumeration becomes a bit confused. I just
jon't want to forget anvthing:

Two days ago, Mrs. Breed of the Hunneman Realty called me with
reference to your Belmont house. It seems that it is quite a difficult task to
find not only suitable people for the house but also for that period of time, She
Janted my opinion concerning two things: Time was of the essence, and she had
found a highly recommended family who were willing to take the house from Sept. through
Jecember although they had only planned to use it untid Dec. 1. They have also agreed
to take your housekeeper. Instead of $260.00, however, they are willing to pay only
250.00, also, the house will be unoccupied for one month. The only other possibility
to rent the house would have been three students -- which we both felt was impossible.
She wanted to know if I would advise taking this opportunity despite the lacking
nonth and $10 less, She had talked to Mrs. Raisbeck, but she did not want to commit
nerself, Well, I did, and I hope you won't mind. I thought this would be a good
chance. Mrs, Sandburg will certainly look in at 53 Cedar Rd. during the month of
Jan., and the police could be alerted to ride by. They do this in Natick, I know,
[t is better than not finding anvthineg at all.

The German edition of Econ's combination of I AM A MATHEMATICIAN and
IX-PRODICY has arrived. MAT“EMATIK mein Leben looks very impressive and after
thumbing through it has been well done, in my opinion. If you wohld have a chance
to go to Germany, you might see it on the bookstands.

With regard to another book == The Tempter -=, I received a letter
from Prof. Parsegian at Rensselaer who has returned from his trip to and through
the Soviet Union. He has sent a resume of his trip and has asked if it were possible
to send an autographed copy of the book to the President of the Armenian Academy of
Sciences, Prof. Victor Ambartsumian who had expressed a keen desire to have a copy.
’arsegian will pay for it. I suppose the only way would be to send a copy to Naples
about the time of the Fall Semester, and if you have no objection, you could send it.
?arserian would reimburse you.

One little byline -- Prof. Wiener's old chair here in the office has
indergone a veritable change. It has been cleaned, waxed and reupholstered in what
is called breen in the world of fashion -« a mixtnre of olive green and brown.

Dr. Schade’ of Amsterdam has sent the transcript of the 2 lectures in
Amsterdam. Ishall forward it to vou in the next mailino.

Nith very best regards as alwavg.
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HANDWORTERBUCH DER SOZIALWISSENSCHAFTEN
Im gemeinsamen Verlage von

J.C.B.Mohr (Paul Siebeck), Tiibingen - Gustav Fischer, Stuttgart - Vandenhoeck &amp; Ruprecht, Göttingen

HERAUSGEBERGREMIUM: Prof Dr. Dr. E, v. Beckerath, Bonn - Prof. Dr. H. Bente, Koln - Prof. Dr.
C. Brinkmann - Prof. Dr. Dr. E. Gutenberg, Koln - Prof. Dr.G. Haberler, Cambridge (USA) - Prof. Dr. H. Jecht, Miinster - Prof.
Dr. W. A. Johr, St. Gallen + Prof. Dr. Dr. F. Liitge, Miinchen - Prof. Dr. A. Predohl, Miinster - Prof. Dr. R. Schaeder, Speyer -

Prof. Dr. Dr. W. Schmidi- Rimpler, Bonn - Prof. Dr. W. Weber, Géttingen - Prof. Dr. Dr. Dr. L. v. Wiese, Koln

FEDERFUHRENDER HERAUSGEBER.

Prof. Dr. Hermann Bente, Koln
Redaktion: EA o

Góttingen, den SR hg 5%:

Theaterstralle 13, Tel. 59515

terri
irofessor Lr. Norbert uu ie

=558.Institute of technology

DJ A o

 hr net - DS hr coehrter Horr TAC

ater dem 11.7.62 hat sich Herr rrofessor sente -e-
stattet, Cie um dic Beorbelitung des Themug "iyhernetik®
Für das KandwSrterbuch der cozialwissenschaften zU bit.
ten. vir müchten uns heute erlauben, Ihnen unser /nlie-
zen nochmals nahezubringen. Um hinsichtlich der fort-
schreitenden rlanung der Lieferungen des FiSw, insbeson-
Jere hinsichtlich des Satzbeginns der náchsten Lieferun-
cen, disponieren zu können, wäre es uns wichtig zu wissen.
ob wir mit Ihrer geschätzten Mitarbeit bei der Bearbei-
tung des artikels "Kybernetik" rechnen dürfen.- Für eine
recht baldige Ubermittlung Ihrer Stellungnahme wären wir
Thnen sehr vernflichtet.

Lit verbindlichen Impfehlungen
“r*orbuch der Scozialwissenschaften

Fadaktinar
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IL
DEPARTAMENTO ELECTROENCEFALOGRAFIA

Dr. J. Vila Badó
Dr. J. M. Samsó Dies

CLINICA PEDIATRICA TEKNON
Herraiz, 2 - Teléfono 5048 00

BARCELONA - 17

‘rof. Dr. D. Ne Wiener
Napoles,

Bareelons 11-arosto @

Querido Prof.
Despues de haber tenido la suerte de volver

a saludarle con su esposa en Amsterdam me comnlace nuevamente di-

rogirme a Vd, para rogarle lo siguiente:
Despues de su raso en Barcelona en harzo ul

timo y con la conferencia que Vd.tuvo 13 amabilidad de dar en el
Institutá de “studios norteamericano, se inaugúro nuestro Curso
de Civernetica #edica, cuyas lecciones puede ver especificadas en
el =«djunto programe, a cargo la mayoria de ellos de commiñeros que
tuvieron el placer de saludarle.

Como sea, que nuestra intencion es de publi-
car un likro con las lecciones enuneradas este proximo Otoño, mi
ruego es de que considere si seria posible puélica: su conferencia
U otro tema que considere de interesenellitro citado, que const”
ria como leccion macistral e inaugural, o en su defecto le acrade



&gt;

cerismos si ello es posible que nos hiciera un nrologo,
le mandariemos unt copia de nuestras lecciones para que
el conterido del litro a publicar,

Sé cerido profesor que con todo ello pido mucho, vero =g tanto
honor para nosostros considerar esta poesikilidad que por ello nos hemos
decidido a hacerlo.

lspero que siga sééendo muy grata su estancia en Napoles y con
un cordial y cariñoso saludo para Vd. y sú distinguida esposa se despiic
su diecipulo y amigo
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SIMPOSIO DI CIBERNETICA MEDICO-SOCIALE
ORGANIZZATO DALLA SEZIONE CAMPANA DELLA SOCIETA ITALIANA DI MEDICINA SOCIALE

E DALLA SOCIETÀ INTERNAZIONALE DI MEDICINA CIBERNETICA

SEGRETERIA: 348, VIA ROMA - TEL. 233284

NAPOLI! (ITALIA)

Naples, August 11th 1962

Dear Prof, Wiener,

We have received
foresee that you will feel
the Symposium comes round.

your letter. We regret that you
tired by the time the period of

We wishfully hope, however, that you may be able
to accomplish this small effort, that will involve, as Pro
fessor Masturzo already indicated you, and you accepted,
the delivery of a report, even a brief one, on the question
of cybernetic prothesis,

Orthopaedists will take part in the Symposium,
and this will be a good opportunity of making your ideas
known, and also to obtain the collaboration of these specia
lists.

As on previous occasions, the lecturers official
ly appointed will have a financial contribution to their
expenses,

Truly yours

(Cptn,E.Licciardello)
Secretary

__————
‘

Ll.



TRINITY UNIVERSITY
715 STADIUM DRIVE

SAN ANTONIO 12, TEXAS

August 13, 1962

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Norbert:

Greetings. It has been a long time since we have conferred with
one another. You have been busy and so have I. The last time I can
remember we talked was when I left you in the Weidner Library trying
to solve Fermat's problem. Did you get it?

The reason for this letter is that we would like very much to
nave you speak on this interesting campus of Trinity University. If
you are making one of your trips to Mexico City, this would be right
on the way. We would like to have you speak on cybernetics. The group
to whom you would speak would consist of faculty, graduate students,
and upper-classmen, We would also like to have you preside at two
discussion groups.

This is under the auspices of the Lectureship Committee of
Trinity University. The compensation for this would be travel expenses
plus an honorarium of $200.00. Since I am leaving shortly for
Colorado Springs, If you have occasion to answer this letter before
I return you could address it to Dean Champion of Trinity. With
kindest of personal regards I remain

Cordially yours,

KT? (Caca) Qs
H. ”. Davis

HTD: njc



August 13, 1962

Professor V. L. Parsegian
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
roy, New York

Dear Professor Parserian:

I should have written this letter a long time ago, but
since I haven't, I must ask you to forgive me.

| | In Professor Wiener's name, I should like to thank you
for your report on your stay in Russia and also your letter, He, as
you nrobably don't know, is still in Europe and will remain there till
the end of January 1963, He is vacationing now, but he will be back
at the University of Naples for the Fall Semester.

The reason I am giving you all these details is the book
The Temnter which interested Prof. Ambartsumian so much, I am sure
we can send him a copy, but it will be by detour. I have suggested to
Prof. Wiener that I mail a copy to Naples in time for him to be back,
and he would autograph and mail it. Then you will reimburse us for the
book and perhaps the postage if it is considerable. If Prof. Wiener
approves of this plan, I shall proceed and let you know.

we must keep our international relations smooth!

yincerely yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter
Secretary







Bruxelles, le IL, août ISG.

Monsieur Na WIENER

55, Cedar Road

SELMONI Masse
 e Se Ae

her Confreérc

Le dépouillement des bulletins de vote indicatif au sujet des
candidats proposés par le conseil académique à devenir membre titu-
laire de l'Académie a permis de retenir I2 candidatures sur les I6
proposées au votes

Nous donnons, ci-après, les résultats de cette consultation.
Quand vous aurez pris connaissance de ces résultats et des notices
ci-jointes,( ou déjà envoyées) veuillez avoir l'obligeance de rem-
plir votre bulletin de vote définitif que nous vous prions de ren=
voyer au secrétariat avant la fin du mois, pour que le dépouillement
de ces bulletins puisse avoir lieu lors de l'assemblée générale de
l'Académie qui se tiendra à Bruxelles à l'occasion du Symposium du
3 au 8 septembre.

LOGICIENS|
GeH von Wright
Ae Se Mostowskil

MATREMATICIENS
Te Ms Vinogradov
Ae Renyi
Pe Novikov

PEYSICTENS
Se Bose
Ce Ve Raman
Te Svedberg
Ja Janossy

PHILOSOPHESDESSCIENCES.
Me Polanyi
Se He Bergman I
D. De Kosanbi Jy

ue

Nous rappelons à ceux qui ne seraient pas en mesure d'assister
à l'assemblée générale qu'il leur est loisible de donner procuration
à l'un ou l'autre membre titulaire qui sera présent à Bruxelles, à
savoir: Ps Bernays, Ls Brillouin, As Church, H.B: Curry, Jel. Destou-
ches, Se Dockx, Ms Fréchet, F. Gonseth, W. Sierpinski, I. J. Sirks,
Se Watanabé.

Veuillez agréer, mon cher Confrère, l'assurance de mes senti=
ments bien dévoués.

Sa DOCKX
SCOT.



PROCURATION
 E Ba a e a en

Le soussigné .

désigne Monsieur ,

ou, à son défaut, dr .

comme son mandataire à l'assemblée générale de l'Académie

internationale de Philosophie des Sciences,qui aura lieu à

Bruxelles,le Mercredi 5 septembre à 20.30 he |

+

Il lui donne plein pouvoir pour voter en son nom sur

tous les points inscrits à l'ordre du jour,

( signature)

¥.3. Le présent exemplaire est à adresser aus

Secrétaire de l'Académie internationale de Philosophie

des Sciences, 221, Avenue de Tervueren, Bruxelles I5,

Belgique, qui remettra le document au mandataire désigné,



BULLETIN DE VOTE DEFINITIF
afan ta tt Rea ke

Quand vous aurez pris connaissance des notices ci-jointes serez-vous

jtaocsord pour élire comme membre titulaire de l'Académie internationale de

Philosophie des Sciences:
Ordre de pré-

férence par
section
quee

Section de LOGIQUE

SeHe von WRIGHT OUI NON ARSTENTION

AsSe MOS TOWSKI QUI NON ABSTENTION

section de MATHEMATIQUES

Te VINGGRADOV
W RENYZ

P NOVIKOV

Section de PHYSIQUE

QUI NON

OUI NON

OUI NON

ABSTENTION

ABSTENTION

ABSTENTION

% BOSE

Ve RAMAN
L SVEDBERG

J, JANOS SY

OUI NON

OUI NON
OUI NON

OUI NON

ABSTENTION

ABSTEN TION

ABSTENTION
ABSTEN TION

Section de PHIELOSOPHIE DES SCIENCES

ll POLAN YI
SHe BERG AN
DD. KOSA MBI

NON ABSTENTION
OUI NON ABSTENTION
OUI NON ABSTENTION

Ordre de

préférence
 zz = 0%48

Ordre de
Le a"amenant

préférence
2 8 ®, « e »

Ordre de

or&amp;fêrence
) &gt; 3 2

NoB» = I) Veuillez encadrer d'un trait de plume la mention retertue;

2) Veuillez indiquer votre préférence par un numéro d'ordres

3) Veuillez renvoyer votre bulletin pour fin Août.



von WR I G HT, Georg Henrik

Mo Aes DRe PHIL.3 Finnish university professor; b.I6; ed. Hensinki and Cam-
bridge Univs.
Lecturer in Philosophy Unive of Hensinki 135 Prof of Philosophy Unive of Hel-
sinki 16-5 Prof of Philosophy Univ. of Cambridge 118-5135 sometime Fellow Tri-
nity Colle Cambridge; Visiting Prof. Cornell Unive Sli, 58; Gifford Lecturer
Jnive of Ste Andrews 59-60; Fellow Finnish Soc. of Sciences, Lund Soce of
Sciences, Royal Swedish Acad. of Sciences.
Publse The Logical Problem of Induction LT ( 2nd revised edn. 57), A Treatise
on Induction and Probability 5I, An essay in llodal Logic 5I, Logical Studies

IL

|| Skepparegatan, Hensinki, Finlande

A. Se MOSTOWSKI
Ne an mae we o

Andrxej Stanislaw JOSTO“SKI est professeur de philosophie des mathématiques
; l'université de Varsovie. Il était un éléve de Tarski; mais, aprés la guer-
re, alors que Tarski avait émigré pour aller en Anérique, il devint le chef de
L'école polonaise de logique, à laquelle il a contribué grandement, particu-
‘iérement dans le domaine de la logique où l’on fait usage de méthodes non

constructives.
Pour la liste de ses travaux publiés dans le Fundamenta Mathematicae jusqu'en
1953 on peut consulter Fund. Math., 1953. La liste des 51 travaux de A Mo-
towski se trouve aussi dans le journal Wiadomosci Matematyczne, 1957.
A. Motowski a publié ses travaux en français, allemand, anglais aussi bien
qu'en polonais. Son Logika IMatematyczna, paru en 19,8, fait autorité. Il est
bien connu aussi par son etude: Sentences Undecidable in " Formalized Arith=

metic, An exposition of the theory of Kurt Goedel ", 19520
A, Motowski est Vice-Directeur de l'Institut Mathématique de l'Académie Polo-
naîse des Sciences.

adresse: Ul. Powsinska 2h A, Warszawa 36, Czerniakow, Pologne.



 Ts VIKOGRADOYV

Soviet mathematician; b.9I; ed. Leningrad Unive
Lecturer and later Prof. Perm Univ. I8-20; Prof. Leningrad Polytechnical Inst. and
Leningrad Univ.20--3l (founded Chair. Cf Numbers, Leningrad Univ); meme Uo Sa Se Ro
Acade of Sciences 29, Dir.Steklov Inst. of Mathematics 32-;hon.mem, London Mathema-
tical Society, Netherlands Mathematical Society, American Philosophical Society,
Royal Society,London, American Acad. of Arts.and Sciences, Royal Danish Acad.of Scien-
ces, Indian Mathematical Society, Hungarian Acad. of Sciences, Italian Acad. of
Sciences; correspe mem.French Acad. of Sciences, German Acad. of Sciences; Hero of
Socialist Labour 45; Stalin Prize LI; two Orders of Lenin: Hon. PhoD, (Oslo Univ. )50,
Publ. New Methods in Analytic Theory of Numbers.

Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Us Se De Re

P. NCVIKOV_

Peter Sergeyvich NOVIKOV est né &amp; Moscou en I90I. Professeur ä l'Institut de Mende-
leyev,1929-I93l; ensuite au Steklov Math Inste , 193L--1957; depuis lors Chef de dépar-
tement de Logique mathématique; Prix Lénine en I957; Lembre de l'Académie des Scien-
ces de 13UsRe5eDe
P. Novikov était un éleve de ilicolas Lusin. En I927 il a trouvé une solution complè-
te du problème de la relation entre les fonctions mesurables B explicites et impli-
cites dont l'étude avait été commencée par H. Lebesgues
P. Novikov a aussi trouvé une méthode du choix affectif d'un point dans un complé-
mentaire analytique arbitraire donné par un cribles



Les difficultés qu'on a rencontrées dans la théorie des ensembles ont dirigé Novi-
kov vers la logique mathématique. Il a démontré la comptabilité d'existence des en-
sembles projectifs de seconde classe non mesurables (au sens de Lebesgue) et la
compatibilité d'existence des complémentaires analytiques indénombrables sans sous-
ansembles parfaitse
En I952, Novikov a démontré un théorème important de la théorie des groupes qui lui
a permis de résoudre le problème de Bernsdde,

Akademichesky Proexd 28, Moscow B-312, U,RaReS.

Ae RENYI

Born on the 20th of liarch, I92I, in Budapest, Hungary. Alfred Rényli pursued studies
at the University of Budapest, from I939 to IO; he got his doctor's degree in June
[945 at the University of Szeged. He began mathematical research-work already as a
student. His first scientific paper has been published in TS/,53 since that time, mo-
re then I30 papers of him, containing new scientific results, have been published in
different mathematical periodicals, both in Hungary and abroad. The main subject of
his research-work is probability theory, its philoscphical questions and its appli-
cations. He was assistent at the \iniversityofBudapestfrom I9L7 to 1919, in which
year he has been appointed as full professor at the University of Debrecen, while
in I952, as full professor and leader of “he Chair of Probability at the University
&gt;f Budapest. He has been elected in IOLy os correspending member and in 1956 as mem=-
ser of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Since I950, ne is director of the Mathema-
tical Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
He speaks, besides his mother tongue, Fngiish, French, German and «ussian,
He is member of the board of editors of several psriodicals,both in Hungary anc a=
oroad, and collaborator of international. reviewing periodicals. He is member of the
International Statistical Institute end of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics.
He took part at several scientific coneresses and delivered, as visiting professor,
lectures at several Universities. Necently, in ISCI, he was present at the session
of the International Statistical Instituts jnclé in kyo, at the Congress in Proba-
oility at the University of "erkele;, California, aná acted as visiting professor
at the Stanford University: in ISI, he acted as visiting professor at the Ifichigar
State University and was present again at the cussin of th Intornational Statis-
tical Institute held in Parise
although A. Rényi'!s extraordinary mathemat: 2al talent appeared already in the time
of his University studies, he began his ma-hemavical research work after the second
Jorld Ware Since IS years, ne published mors then I30 scientific papers, showing his
nany sided interests. As pupil of IL. Fejér and F. hiesz, Fe turned wita interest to=
wards problems of Analysis, Theory of dralytical Tuictione, Theory of Real Functions,
and Geometry; he returned again and agein to sich problems. In collaboration with
[innik, he began to deal with Analytical ‘Theory of Numbers and in a famous paper,
published in Russian, he reached an cutet:nding result towards the Coldbach Hypothe-
sis by means of a generalisation of ttre lirge sieve method of Linnik. Later on, he
began to deal with probability; this is th: cain svbject of his reseerch-work up te
our days. Recently, he does fundament:l research work in information theory and, in
collaboration with Erdos. he reached renackanle res.lts in the theory of stochas=

tic graphs.



S:_ BOSE
Professor Satyendranath BOSE, i, SC., laRa Sa = b. Jan I,

I894; educated at Presidency College, Calcutta; graduated in 19153 ila Sce degree
1918 topping the list; Professor Physics, Calcutta University; Reader of Physics,
Dacca University and later Head of the Denartment for several vearss; Khaira Profes-
sor of Physics, Calcutta University for several years; President, Indian Science
Congress, 19; Chairman, National Institute of Sciences, India 19,8-50; Nominated
member of Rajya Sabha, originator of the subject of quantum statistics, the utility
of which was recognized and extended by Einstein. A group of nuclear particles has
been given the name " Boson " in recognition of his contribution to the subject;
also made significant contributions to Einstein's general theory of relativity;
Vice~Chancellor, Visvabharati, I950-58; Awarded Padma Bibhusan, I95lL; now National
Professor of India.

a
e

Ap

JANOS SI

= a

Prof. Le JANOSSY was born in IST2 in Budapest. lie studied at the Universities of
Vienna and Berlin. He received his degree of Ire phil, in 1934 working under Prof.
Kolhrster in Berlin on cosmic rays.
In 1936 he went to London following an invitation by Prof. P.ile Se. Blackett and cone
tinued researches on cosmic rays first in London and later in Manchester, where in
1938 he became member of the staff at the University of Manchester being appointed
first assistant lecturer and then lecturer. During his time in Manchester he wrote
a monograph on cosmic rays which was published by the Clarendon Press, Oxford in
19417 / second edition I950 /.
In 197 he became the head of the School of Cosmic Rays in the Dublin Institute for
Advanced Studies.
In I950 he returned to Hungary accepting a call as Professor of atomic physics at the
Le EStvUs University, Since I956 he has been Director of the Central Research Tnsti-
tute of Physics the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
He is ilember of the Royal Irish Academy, of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, a
Corresponding Member of the Ger ian, Bulgarian and ifongolian Academies of Sciences.
Besides cosmic rays he has beon working on statistical. problems, on problems of quan-
tum mechanics and relativity theory. In particular he carried out experimental and
theoretical research on the dual nature of light. Together with some coworkers he
succeeded in the exact experimental verification of fundamental laws regarding the
nature of light.
From his student time onward he was keenly interested in problens of philosophys Pu-
blications on philosophical problems appeared soon after his return to Hungary.
Publs: Cosmic Rays, T918; Cosmic Rays and Nuclear Physics, I9.6; Introduction to Cos=-
mic Ray Research,I9SL. Between 200 scientific memores he wrote on philosophy of
Science: Uber philosophische Fragen der modernen Physik, 1955; Plancks philosophische
jusichten in der Physik, 1958; The significance of philosmhy in physical research
work, 1958; Philosophical analysis of the special theory of Relativity, 1960.



CV. RA MAN

Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata RAMAN, lleAey LLeDey De Sce, PhoD.,

Fa Ra Sa = born at Trichinopally, Nov.7, I888; educated at Hindu College, Visakhapat-
nam and Presidency College, Madras and graduated in I90L and got lMasterls degree
three years later; entered the Indian Finance Department as Assistant Accountant
Jeneral after winning first place in a competitive examination; came to Calcutta in
I909 where he began his scientific researches; Palit Professor of Physics at the Cale
cutta University, I9I7; visited Europe in I92I as a delegate to the Congress of the
Mmiversities of British Empire; became Ghose Travelling Fellow, I92L; represented In-
dia at the centenary of the Frankin Institute of Philla - represented India at the
sicentenary of the Russian Academy of Sciences in UeS.S«Ra, I925; discovered the phe-
nomena known as! Raman Effect! in I928; received Mateucci lledal, Rome I929; created
might, I929;received Hughes Medal of the Royal Society, 19305 awarded Nobel Prize for
Physics, 1930; resigned Calcutta University Professorship, 1933; Director,Bangalore
Science Institute; began to build Raman Institute in Bangalore,191}3; awarded Franklin
ledal Philadelphia Inst. I94I; President, Indian Academy of Sciences, I193],e; Fellow,
Franklin Institute,Royal Irish Academy,etc.; awarded Bharat Ratna, I95L.
Publs. Molecular Diffraction of Light, Mechanical Theory of Bowed strings,Diffrac-
tion of X-rays, Theory of ilusical Instruments, Physics of Crystals.

naman Research Institute, Hebbal Post, Bengalore 6, Indias

The odor SVE DBER G

PH. Di , DRiIED:, DeSCi hacia; Swedish scientist; b.8l; ed. Uppsala Unive
Lecturer in Chemistry, Uppsala Univ.07 and Prof. I2-1,9; mem, Swedish Acad.of Science,
Halle Acad.,ChemicalSocietyLondon,IndianAcad.ofScience, American Philosophical
society, Philadelphia,New York Acad. Sciences, Royal Society London, Nate Acad. Scien=
ces, Washington, etc.; Nobel Prize for Chemistry 26: Dir. Gustaf Werner Inst. for
Nuclear Chemistry.
Publse A large number of scientific papers in Swedish and foreign journals.

Kemikum, Uppsala, Sweden

Emest_Th.SaWALTON
Me Ae, Ifa SCa, PH.D.; Trish university professor; be 03; ed, Methodist Colle; Bel=
fast, Trinity Coll., Dublin, and Cambridge Univ, Fellow Trinity Colle Dublin 3le=,
Erasmus Smith*s Prof. df Natural and,Experimental: Philosophy Li6=; awarded Hughes
Wedal, Royal Sotiety- (jointly with Sir John Cockcroft) 384 Nobel Prizo,in Physies
{jointly with Sir. John Cockcroft) 5I, for'pioneer.work in the field of nuclear phy-
sics; HoneDe$ce(Belfast Unive) 59 Le

. x - 5 3 = 3 E %

26 St. Kevin's Park. Dartrv Road, Dublin, Fire.



BERGMAN, Samuel Hugo
PH. De; Israeli philosopher; b.83.
Philosopher and critic; Dir.Jewish Nat. and Unive Library in Jerusalem until 35; Prof.
of Philosophy Hebrew Univ., Rector 35-38, Dean Faculty of Humanities 52-53; hon,mem.
Inst. Int, de Philosophie; hon.Ds Phil. (Hebrew Unive); mem. Israel Academy of Sciences
and Humanities.
Publs. Untersuchungen zum Problem der Evidenz der inneren Wahrnehmung 08, Das philoso=
phische Werk Bolzanos IO, Das Unendliche und die Zahl I3, Jawne und Jerusalem 19, The
Philosophy of Kant 27, Der Kampf um das Kausalgesetz in der jüngsten Physik 29, The
Philosophy of Maimon 32, Present-day Thinkers 35, Theory of Knowledge LI, Pensadores
Judios Contemperaneos li, Science and Belief L5, Introduction to Logic 53, God and Man
in Modern Thought 56, Thinkers and Believers 59.

SI Ramban Road, Jerusalem, Israël,
JR

KOLIAN, Arnost(Emest)

PHeDs; Czechoslovak mathematician and philosopher; b.92; ed.Prague and Moscow Univs.
Chief, Science Dept. of ifoscow Cttee. of Communist Party; Prof. of Mathematics Moscow
until 15; Prof. of Philosophy, Charles Unive, Prague 15-1,8; mem. Inst. for History of
Sciences and Technology, Acad. of Sciences, UeS.S.R.; Dir. Inst.e Of Philosophy, Czech.
Acadeof Sciences 59=; mem. Czech: Acad. of Sciences 60-;
Publs. The Present Crisis in the Mathematical Sciences 31, Eine neue Grundlegung der
Differentialrechnung durch Karl Mark 32, On the Problem of a Unified Theory of Matter
35s Critical Account of the Symbolic Method of Modern Logic L 8, Bernard Bolzano 55,
The Great Russian Thinker NeI. Lobachevski 55, Cybernetics 56, Infinity in Greek ma=
thematics 56, Life and Scientific work of Rudger Boshkovich 56, Philosophical Pro=-
blems of Modern Physics 57, On the Categories of ifaterialistic Dialectics 57, Criti=
que of the Contemporary " Mathematical" Idealism 57, Gnosiology of Bertrand Russel
57, Logic 58, Is There a God? 58, Some Unsolved Problems of the History of Ancient
Mathematics 58, Marx and the Natural Sciences 58, Lenin and Modern Physics 59, The
Man of the Cosmic Age 60, Overcoming of Infinity 61,

Prubezhna 7, Prague I0, Czechoslovakia
ay

POLANYI, Michael
Fe Re Se; Hungarian-born British physical chemist and philosopher; b.9I.
Meme Kaiser Wilhelm Inst. of Physical Chemistry 22-33, resgnd; Prof.of Physical Chemis=
try Manchester Univ. 33-48; Prof. of Social Studies ;,8-58; Senior Research Fellow, Mer=
ton Coll. Oxford 59-; Riddell Lecturer, Durham L6; mem Max Planck Gesellschaft 18;
Alexander White Visiting Prof, Chicago J9, Gifford Lecturer, Aberdeen 5I-52, Alexander
White Visiting Prof. Chicago 54; Lindsay Lecturer, Keele 58; Eddington 60, F,Ce Bose
lecturer, Calcutta 6I, May Lecturer, Inst, of Metals 61, Distinguished Visiting Fel=
low, Unive of Virginia 6I; “Ion, DeSce Princeton 36, Leeds 1.7; Hon.LL.D. Aberdeen 5%
Publse Atomic Reactions 32, U.SeSeRs Economics 35, Money and Unemployment 39, The Con=
tempt of Freedom LT, Full Employment and Free Trade L 5, Science, Faith and Society L6,



Logic of Liberty 5I, Personal Knowledge 58, The Study of Man 59, Beyond Nihilism 60

22 Upland Park Road, Oxford, England.

DyDe _KOSAMBI_
Born on July 31, 1907, Damodar Dharmanand Kosambi had his early education at New
English School, Poonas He then studied in the United States of America till he ob-
tained the S.B. from Harvard in 1929. On coming back to India, he lectured in Mathe-
matics in the Universities of Banaras and Aligarh. Subsequently he joined the tea-
ching staff of Fergusson College, Poona, and later took the appointment of Profes-
sor of Mathematics at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay.

Professor Kosambi has contributed important papers in the field of Differential Geo-
metry and Calculus of Variations. He is distinguished for his work on pathgeometry,
a subject largely of his own creation, parallelism, path-spaces of higher order and
cosmogonys He has dealt with path equations admitting the Lorentz group and has al-
so generalized the concept of isotropy in generalized path-spaces+ Following the me-
thod of J. Douglas, Es Bortolotti and others, he has given the tensor analysis of par=&lt;
vial differential equations. The methods developed by him in path-geometry have re-
ceived the approbation of Professor E. Cartan of Paris and have been adopted by the
famous Japanese school of differential geometers led by À Kawaguchi. He has also ma-
de notable contributions to other branches of pure and applied mathematics, including
in particular Statistics. Special mention may be made of his application of Statis-
tics to the chronological ordering of punch-marked coins and to map distances of chro=-
nosomes in ceneticse

Professor Kosambi is more than a Scientist. He is also a writer of distinction, a mas-
ter of exposition, who has the rare gift of bringing economic facts into reasoned but
striking relation with their social and political background. The subjects of his cri-
bical writings in the field of Indian literature, which evince a predominantly socio
logical approach, with frequent application of statistical methods, have so far cove=
red, among others, the Rigveda, the Mahabharata, the Arthasastra and the works of Ka-
lidasa. Full critical editions of Bhartrihari!s epigrams, and a newly discovered An=-
thology of Sanskrit poetry, composed by Vidyakara (published in collaboration with Ve
Ve Gokhale, in Harvard Quarterly Series Vol.L2) are among his major contributions to
the study of Sanskrit literatureca

An outstanding contribution to contemporary historiography is his " An introduction
to the study of Indian History ( Bombay, 1956), which summarises many of the conclu=
sions arrived at by him in numerous papers, published in India and abroad, relating
to various aspects of Indian Sociology and cultural history.
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DIRECTOR OF MENTAL HYGIENE
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ALEXANDER SIMON, M.D
SUPERINTENDENT AND

MEDICAL DIRECTOR

D EPARTMENT oF MENTAL HYG IENE
Chr Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute

August 14, 1962

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:

On behalf of Dr. Alexander Simon and the staff of The Langley
Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute I would like to invite you to
address the Institute's Wednesday Noon Staff Conference on Wednesday,
May 22, the day following your presentation to the Interdisciplinary
Program at this medical center. Please feel free to choose any topic
in vour general area for your discussion.

The Conference is held from 11 a.m. to 12 noon; it begins ard
ends promptly. We prefer the formal presentation to be limited to
forty or forty-five minutes to allow questions and discussion from
the floor. The audience consists of 100-110 psychiatrists, social
workers, psychologists and nursing staff, and students in each of
these disciplines.

We would be happy to have you stay for lunch with some members
of our staff following the Conference; please let us know if this is

possible.

de would appreciate your letting us know if this date will be
acceptable, what you would propose for a topic, and if you plan to
show slides or movies. Should you prefer another date, please do not
hesitate to suggest one.

Sincerely yours,
2 4} ¡LAO
J) kl JS 0 pre to e Ys

K. H. Blacker, M.D.
Senior Resident

AE LA La Te.



E
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited

(MPERIAL CHEMICAL HOUSE + MILLBANK +: LONDON, S.W.1

Telephone : VICTORIA 4444  Trunk-dialling: 01 VIC 4444

Telex: 21324 Telegrams:IMPKEMIX,LONDON, TELEX

14th August 1962.
Our ref: ws/BJ

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Universita di Napoli,
Istituto di Fisica Teorica,
NAPLES,
Italy.

Your ref :

Dear Professor Wiener,

Thank you very much indeed for your
letter of the 28th July.

I have again consulted the edition
published by Eyre &amp; Spottiswoode and the chapter
on "Law and Communication" is chapter 6 and
extends from page 105 — 111. It therefore
appears that the relevant matter was omitted
from the Fnglish edition and unfortunately a
copy of your American edition is not available
in the United Kingdom.

Thank you once again for your kind
help.

Yours sincerely,

 a
1 A

A
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SIMON AND SCHUSTER, INC.

publishers
ROCKEFELLER CENTER, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20 * CABLE ADDRESS Essandess e TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

August 15, 1962

Dear Dr. Wiener:

: imagine vou're familiar with Martin Gardner's

The Annotated Alice. We take great pleasure in sending

you this advance copy of his Annotated Snark, which we're

nublishing this fall. I think it's a zlory, especially

the Nuclear Age interpretation in his introduction and

his suggestion that the Baker might be a self-nortrait

of Carroll. I hope vou enjov it and will let us know if

vou do.

Sincerely,

"a Lu

J| mer

Nina Bourne

sla

Dr. Norbert Wiener
53 Ceda Road
Belmont, Massachusetts

Bourne: EE



Yale University Press
MAIL ADDRESS: 92A YALE STATION, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT CABLES: YALEPRESS

August 15, 1962

Dear Mr. Wiener:

Miss Jane Olson, the Press editor who will handle
your menuscript, is in Europe now, but we wanted you
to know that we have received your letter of 10 August
and look forward keenly to seeing the manuscript.

(Mrs.)

Sincerely yours,

Marian Neal Ash
Editor
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UNIVERSITY PRESS CAMBRIDGE

Secretary : AUN
R.J.L. KINGSFORD, M.A. Y17 Y

MIME 4
Education Secretary: un,
M.H. BLACK, M.A. wi

Assistant Secretaries:

A.K.PARKER, M.A.

A.L. KINGSFORD, M.A.

P.G.BURBIDGE

Assistant to the Secretaries: MARGARET HAMPTON

TELEPHONE: $1626

AKP/LEB 15 August 1962

Dear Professor Wiener,

As it is now some time since we corresponded about
the book on Harmonic Analysis which you have agreed to
write with Mr Reber, I am naturally wondering whether
you have made a start and are yet in a position to
sign an agreement for it? You will remember that you
nad to delay work on this following your unfortunate

accident lastyeor, Jom which 1 hope you have now
recovered completely.

I do not write in any effort to hurry you but
simply to obtain an up-to-date picture of future
commitments.

Yours sincerely,

Ak.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 39,
Massachusetts,
J.S-À.

de. Y 2. +
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University Press,
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England.
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AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT CONTAIN ANY -
ENCLOSURE ; IF 4F DOES IT. WILL BE SURCHARGED
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NETHERLANDS CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR BRAIN RESEARCH

59B MAURITSKADE, AMSTERDAM

THE NETHERLANDS

Amsterdam, August 15, 1962,

From: J.P.Schadé, M.D., Ph.D,
Associate Director.

Prof. Dr Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematics

CAMBRIDGE 39

Mass., U.S.A.

Dear Professor Wiener,

Please find enclosed the transertf\ of
your remarks in the discussion of the lectures of Dr 3 cowan

and Prof. Ross Ashby. I am sending you only the first 3 pages

&gt;f the discussion to J.Cowan's paper because in the remainder

&gt;f the discussion you did not take part. You will find the

whole discussion to Dr Ross Ashby's paper because here you

make several comments.

On July 30 we have sent you the transcript

of your two lectures. Please be so kind to acknowledge receipt

decause there is always a possibility that they went astray in

crossing the ocean.

We are making very good progress in the

publication of the book.

Many kind regards,

yours shnoereiy, Le1. CEUA
“ALf

- 1/4

Or J.P.Schadé

 1 al
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YUGOSLAV COMMITTEE FOR ELECTRONICS AND AUTOMATION

ERAZHE 23, BELGRADE TFLEPHONE 39 330

Belgrade, August 16, 1962.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
c/o Mr. Piet Hein,
Rungest Kyst, Denmark

Dear Professor Wiener,

I hope this letter will find you before you leave for

Yugoslavia. We arevery happy to hear that you have accepted

our invitation to prolong your stay in Yugoslavia. I can

assure you that the schedule will not be too heavy and we

shall arrange it together with you during your stay in Opa-
tija.

Our interest in the method of your arrival in Yugosla-

via is chiefly concerned with the help you may need from us

in getting to Opatija. In the case you are travelling by car

there should be no difficulties at all. If you are travel-

ling by some other means we could meet you at some place like

Zagreb or Rijeka and take you to Opatija. The difficulties

I have in mind are eventually crouded buses and trains at this

time of the year. If there should be any delay in the inter-

change of information and you find your own way to Opatija all

you have to do is to report at the reception desk of Hotel

Central where arrangements for your accommodation have been

made.

Looking forward to welcoming you and your wife in our

country, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

A La barepre
L. Radanovié

Secretary



REX STOUT, Chairman
CLEVELAND AMORY
MARGARET CULKIN BANNING
TACQUES BARZUN

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

PEARL S. BUCK JOHN GUNTHER
MARGARET COUSINS JOHN HERSEY
CLIFTON FADIMAN ELIZABETH JANEWAY
EDNA FERBER IRA LEVIN

BILL MAULDIN
OGDEN NASH
ANN PETRY
CARL SANDBURG

JOHN STEINBECK
MARK VAN DOREN
GLENWAY WESCOTT
HERMAN WOUK

August 16, 1962
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Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Norbert Wiener:
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Since I am Chairman of this Committee, naturally the fact that
your name is not on the Guild's list of members disturbs me seriously,

Most American writers maintain membership in the Authors Guild
of the Authors League because they realize that some of their vital inter-
ests cannot be adequately pursued and advanced either by themselves as
individuals, or by their agents, In the past there have been recurring
confirmations of that fact, One example from history: When, a few years
ago, book publishers decided to reduce royalties and opened their campaign
with an article in the Atlantic Monthly by the president of a major publish-
ing fim, the effort would probably have been successful if the only
»position had come from writers acting as individuals, or from agents,
Fortunately the Guild learned of the publishers! decision in time to organ-
ize a campaign of determined resistance, and defeated it.

One example from today: At recent meetings of the League's Copy=-
right Committee, considering the proposed revision of the domestic copyright
law, the League's position on various clauses was determined, but it was
decided to concentrate on extension of the copyright term to life of the
author plus fifty years; and in a series of discussions with the attorneys
and representatives of various interested organizations and groups, the
League's counsel has been able to get assurances of their unanimous support
on that vital point.

Those are only two instances out of many, The Guild is continuous
ly trying to effect improvements regarding various clauses of book contracts,
subsidiary rights, sales to magazines and other such matters, but at present
the Guild and League are concentrating on the contemplated revision of the
domestic copyright law, changes in the tax laws to benefit writers, and
censorship problems in different parts of the country, Our success (or lack
of it) in such matters has always depended, and always will, on the extent

Officers
President: PEARL S. BUCK

Vice-President: CLEVELAND AMORY Secretary: JOHN VANDERCOOK

HOWARD BRESLIN
JOHN BRICK
JOHN BROOKS
BRUCE CATTON
ELEANOR CLYMER
MARGARET COUSINS

HILDEGARDE DOLSON
MICHAEL DRURY
LEWIS GANNETT
ZLIZABETH ENRIGHT GILLHAM
ZHARLES O. GORHAM
ALAN GREFN

Council

JOHN HERSEY
HELEN R. HULL
ELIZABETH JANEWAY
ROBERT J. LANDRY
RUSSELL LYNES
MARIANNE MOORE

BENTZ PLAGEMANN
MA" IRIE HILLIS ROULSTON
BULL SCHULBERG
WILLIAM L. SHIRER
GRACE ZARING STONE
REX STOLT

MARK VAN DOREN
GLENWAY WESCOTT
THEODORE H. WHITE

Membership Secretary
EDITH MACKIN



Professor Norbert Wiener August 16, 1962

of our membership and the amount of our income, The Authors Guild
annual dues are $25 and while a check for dues from you would of
course be welcome, your name on the membership list would be even
more welcome.

The League and Guild need you, certainly; but I would not
presume to expect you to read so long a letter if I did not honestly
feel that you need them too,

[è
Membership Committee

7

RS: jsw



walther schwerdtfeger August 1962

Professor
Norbert 4luNER
Universita di Nanc”
Nano:

Sehr c&lt;ehrte- Herr Professor Te
voue - CT

sein Brief nach Boston hat Cie in Italien erreicht, Ihre Ant-
vort nach Deutschland wurde mir nach Italien nachgesardt. An-
statt einiger tausend Kilometer waren wir nur wenige hundert
voneinander entfernt,

“ur die Beantwortung meiner Iragen danke ich Ihnen sehr. Die
\ntwort zu 1) deckt sich mit dem, was der Mathematiker, der

neine Übersetzung durchgesehen hat, vermutete. Da das Euch
in Druck gehen mußte, ehe ich Ihre Antwort erhielt - es ist

inzwischen erschienen, und vermutlich haben Sie schon ein

»xemplar in Händen -, hatte ich den Sanskritausdruck wegge-
lassen und nur die Bedeutung "kastenlos" verwendet.

Den Autor von "Good-bye, Kr.Chips" hatte ich inzwischen ent-
ieckt und sein Buch mit viel Vergnügen auf der Keise gelesen.
Ich wünsche Ihnen noch einen angenehmen Luropa-Aufenthalt
ind hoffe, dal Sie mit dem zweiten Wiener-Buch im Econ-Verlag
zufrieden sein werden. Fach Mitteilung von Kerrn von Vehren-

alp s.!! die erste deutsche lbersetzung der "Kybernetik" fol-

sen.

N besten “Pay ae TO ; chtung

cempen * dinkelberastraBe 17 - telefon 756 * konto kreissparkasse kempen-krefeld in kempen nr. 985



August 22nd

Jear Dr. Wiener,

I have just finished reading your autobiography Ex-Prodigy
and I enjoyed very much. As a scientist and (after reading your book)
as an unusual individual, I would appreciate it if you could help me
sith a problem.

I am 17 and about to enter my first year of college. More than
anything else I would like to major in chemistry (even more than that,
I would like to take up physics).

In all my high school math,my grades were really terrible,and
111 those tests (College Boards, Merit Scholarship and that stuff) were
sven worse, but my high school science scores were all bordering around
30 and my test scores in science were very hich or the highest.

Science has always been very, very easy for me and math has been
very difficult. I just can't seem to get rid of my mental block in math,
[ usually try to take apart everything much too much and then when it
joesn't make any sense, my temper takes over.

Could you suggest anything at all that would help me? I would
really appreciate anything; this is very important. I mean I'm looking
forward to college science but I really fear any math I must take with
it, and this fear is so big, it's about ready to keep me from trying to
major in a science.

Thank you so much for your
appreciate any assistance vou might give me.

time. I would really

Sincerely yours,

Janet Foellner
678 Raymond Street
El Cajon. California

 lds hele E



THE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
Massachusetts Institute ot Technology

Cambridge

A

August 23, 1962

Mr, Dael Wolfle
American Association for the
Advancement of Science

1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Yashington 5, D. C.

Dear Dr, Wolfle:

Please pardon this belated acknowledgement of your
letter of August 2, 1962.

[ agree heartily that the excerpt from Professor
Norbert Wiener's article "Science and Society" which
you have selected from the July, 1961, issue of Tech-
nolegy Review would constitute an excellent editorial
for “Science,”

[£ this proposal meets with Professor Wiener's appro-
val, we will be highly pleased to see these paragraphs
reproduced as an editorial in your publication, Ne
vould also appreciate some acknowledgement of the
source and reference to the whole article if this is

possible,

joping that both of us hear soon from Profecsor Wiener,
I remain

Cordíally yours,

Volta Torrey
Editor

VT:ivk
C.C. Professor Norbert Wiener



Mr. Norbert Wiener - NN

hr
c/o Mr. Piet Hein

 eaNE Un
-

Runsted Skovhus, Denmark

We wish to acknowledge receipt of the manuscript entitled

GOD AND GOTFM, TNC.

which will have our careful attention.

Very truly yours,
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS

New Haven August. 23,.1962 by..Nancy. Hirose. Brooks... …
Editorial Department



GEORGE SCHOOL
GEORGE SCHOOL - BUCKS COUNTY

PENNSYLVANIA

August 23, 1962

Or. Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Year Dr. Weiner:

As President of the Headmasters Association, I am writing
to ask whether you would be free and willing to address our
zroup at its next annual meeting. We would like you to speak
at the meeting on Friday morning, February 15, 1963, at 10:00 a.m.
Ne will leave the topic to you but hope you will share with us
some of your insights concerning automation and its effect on
aducation, particularly in terms of what we ought to be teach-
ing our boys and girls in order to understand what is taking
place.

The Headmasters Association, a national organization, is
celebrating its seventieth anniversary next year. Its member-
ship consists of seventy-five private school headmasters and
twenty-five public school principals, who are chosen for their
personal qualifications rather than as representatives of
schools. The Association meets once a year for two days at
Westchester Country Club in Rye, New York. The meetings are
narked by excellent speakers, personal fellowship, and the
nelvful discussion of educational problems.

It would be a privilege for the men to hear and to meet
you, and I am sure you would enjoy meeting this interesting
and able group of educators. We can offer a modest honorarium
of $100.00 plus travel expenses. We shall be glad to provide
hospitality at the Club for the time you will be with us.

It will be helpful for me to hear from you soon as to
whether you can include this opportunity in your very busy
schedule.

Sincerely your friend,

Richard H. McFeely
Principal

RHM:jimm
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777257

An das
Sekretariat
von Prof. Dr. Norbert Wiener

c/o Handaom House Inc

457 Madison Avenue

New York 22 , N.Y.
U, S.A.

~~

lll Sie
„1962 = v.W./sch

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Beiliegende Zuschrift eines Lesers wird Sie vielleicht
freuen. Wenn Sie ihm ein paar nette “eilen durch Ihr
Sekretariat schreiben ließen, wird es dem Mann, der
irgendwie rührend ist, sicherlich auch freuen.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

74

tankverbindung:
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Terrn
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Sc-riftateller
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Dusseldorf - hreuzstrasse 21

rostfach 1102

Senr gee-rter err “ i eno

ToC-Zesc-ätzter Ver a &amp;

Dank, vielen Dank, für das Buc~ * DIX V.RSUCHUNG *!

Innigen Dank dem Schriftsteller, Term NOEBELET WIHNER, dass er
dieses T-ema angasc.nitten nat, vielen Dank dem "erlag, der es
publi zierte!

seso ich danken d mt der “tire ins Faus falle?

Das, was "err Wiener ans Licht stellt, ist mir praktisch
widerfanren, in einer -atsac-e, die zum Timmel sc-reit:

Kurz erzémwlt - ic» entdsckte in 1951 ein ifineralvorkommen in der
Oberpfalz”(=Flußspat),erforsc-tees,schiirfteesabundsc-loss
es auf. Die “bhaursc»te vergab jo» an Dr.Bouteiller in Offenburg,
gagen Tonnenzins = 1 D7 , solange gebaut wird. “ener Dr. B. trat
die “bbaurecite ab an die Dbadigcre Comnunale “andesbank (wegen
Schulden) - und diese versdusserte die Ab aurec»te an die frank-
furter Flu£spatwerke um einige Millionen Mark und liess dabei
meine Rec.te ainfacn untern den Tiscow z1l1eiten - bewusst!

Moralisch- eindeutig Detrug. ¿uristisch zu 9% im “ect, zu 1%
nicht sicher gemug. Streiten kann ich nicht, weil ich nic.t das
“gld habe. Die Winisterien der “«gierung iniiiinc. en finden keine
“usténdtgekeit, un anzupacken.- Seit 1956-vezember habe ich keine
“ark menr bekommen, anderseits ist es die bste Grub: in veutsc»-
land geworden. Der FFskus streicht vunderttauseñde ein, die Ge=
“ginden, die “rundei zugr, 100 - 120 Kumpel » eben Brot und Dasein,
der DJevisenstock wác-.st jAáj»rlich um lis ll:sonen-aus dem Ymsatz
dieser “rube - nur - der “ntdecker und “rforsc.er wird an die
“and gesc-.lagen, liegt mit seinem gafizen Wissen Und ?c-affenskrafl
eñtmut*g&amp;t am Boden, fünrt ein armseeliges Leben mit einem henten-
ni veau von 227.30‘Àauf3 Köpfe.

2 —— e—]e——

bas Buch "DIE VERSUCHUNG® brauche ich nicht zu lesen, um einen
’egriff Uber dia terrschende Lt-ik im Bankbereic+ zu bekommen. —
lon würde es gerne lesen - falls ein Lxemplar ant+Cuari sc

aufliegt - *c- mussleider {a allen Dingen sparen.
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American Association

for the Advancement of Science
1 515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

August 28, 1962

Mr. Volta Torrey
The Technology Review
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Torrey:

Thank you for permission to use as an editorial in Science
a part of the article by Norbert Wiener that appeared in the
July 1961 issue of The Technology Review. Of course we will
zive credit.

I have not yet had a reply from
that it will come soon.

Professor Wiener, but hone

Sincerely,

Dael Wolfle
Executive Officer

DW/chb

«6e Professor Norbert Wien”:



Channel13
WNDT

FROM: MRS. SYLVIA SPENCE
1657 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 19
LT 1-6000

August 29, 1952

FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, AUGUST 30, A.M.:

NEW YORK, N. Y. -- A new concept in the examination of

opposing ideas and opinions which surround controversial questions

will be presented in a television series entitled COURT OF REASCN,

it was announced today by Richard D. Heffner, Vice President and

General Manager of Channel 13-WNDT,

Dr. Robert K, Merton, Professor of Sociology and Chairman

of the Department of Sociology at Columbia University, will be the

presiding member of COURT OF REASON. Each week he will be joined

by two visiting members and two advocates. The advocates will

briefly state their opposing views on the issue under discussion

before being questioned closely by the three members of the Court,

The purpose behind the questioning will be to facilitate a rational

presentation of the premises on which each case is built. During

the final segment of the program the merits of the case will be

reviewed by the three members of the Court.

"Based upon a program idea originally suggested by Harry

W. Jones, Cardozo Professor of Jurisprudence at Columbia University

ané newly appointed Lirector of Kesearch of the American Bar

Foundation," said Mr. Heffner, "this novel technique will borrow

appropriately from traditional legal procedure for the testing of

strongly held positions on the basic public issues of our time, At

a moment when too much heat and not enough light are too frequently

(more)
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING CORPORATION



generated in public discussion, COURT OF REASON will provide us a

unique television format with ample opportunity not only for the

ardent statement of opposing points of view but also for the

reasoned analysis and evaluation of complex issues. This will be

achieved by means of relevant exchanges between the three members

of the Court and the two advocates,"

COURT OF REASON will be seen on Channel 13-WNDT every

Wednesday night from 8:30 to 9:30 P,M, starting September 19,

Dr. Merton, who has been teaching at Columbia University

since 1941, is an associate director of the Bureau of Applied Social

Research, a member of the Board of Trustees of the Center for

Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences and a Fellow of the

American Philosophical Society. He is a Guggenheim Fellow, and he

recently received a prize for distinguished scholarship from the

American Council of Learned Societies,

Dr, Merton is the author of many books including "Mass

Persuasion” and "Social Theory and Social Structure", He is also

the co-author of "Freedom to Read".

The producer of the series is Joan Ganz,

[4 »  xk Xx e Ne i



Institut für Histologie
und experimentelle Neuroanatomie

der Universität Göttingen
Direktor: Prof. Dr. med. P. Glees

M. A., D. Phil. (Oxon)

Göttingen, -.1::54 20, 1962
Kreuzbergring 36
Telefon 567 16

Professor Norbert jener
Denartnent of Mathematics
Tassschusetts Institute of Technology
Corbridge, 188s.
T5.A.

Dear Frofes=or “iener:

_ have resd with great interest vour book 'T Am a
‘athematician' avd would like to congratulate yon on this
nonest ard advirable exrosition of a scientific life, ne
have met once before st Grey Vater in Bristol at the
“audsley Tos-ital where we had lurch together aa 2% Tinn-
vergen's in Oxford. You will esse from ny above address
that I have returnedtoGermany,havine immigrated to
nolend 26 vears ago. Tor this reason, I ‘as most ir crigued
07 yor exme-iences ir Cottirgen, which I ur uANsn'Ÿ
changed mich since the days on left, It certrinlr hrs Lost
sons of its mathematical sualities.

y reason for vr’ ting is not only to tell von ho” much
[ eniored your book, but I would Like to have your views on
3 hobby of mire, romely that memory it hae de neited
struoturelly in the brin, I e close a rrlevs:t re rint.
Ur mese] Tine of emvarinotoivor:is inclu ed im e 5 ook
Sf mine, !'Tx-arimcntal ‘errolorv', Orford Midvereitry jroas
Lol, a»ould vo neve 27 ogonnio to es:e eE it.

1 noeye est=-hliar=d here a ner de (rt ent end o. 1d

-»Yeciate 15 if von eorli l tme hove n botar » af
ra Ulea md live to Hans in our Co on oom. 1 er

e Lear dh a TAN ATher &gt; 108.

1

San Tor tre rem
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CHARLES BLOOMSTEIN 29 CHAUNCY STREET CAMBRIDGE38,MASS.

August 30, 1962

Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
&gt;ambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Norbert Wiener,

A.J. Muste and David Riesman join me in inviting you
pecome an Editorial Consultant to the new publishing
10use described herein.

to

The enclosed material summarizes the project and I shall
of course be happy to answer any further questions you
may have. I can be reached at the above address, tele-
shone -- KI 7-0424, Fridays through Mondays.

I look forward to hearing from you.

sjaice tb v

IY

she.

CB: Ria

e Mie WLI



MEMO TO INDIVIDUALS BEING INVITED TO SERVE AS EDITORIAL CONSULTANTS

I am inviting you, because you have written and worked in the field of
peace, to serve as an Editorial Consultant to a new publishing house now being
formed. A descrintive nrosmectus is enclosed.

The decision to establish this new house developed from a study of existing
matarlals, which revealel their paucity and inadequacy. It is the hope of the
new house to provide drcad and syetematic soverage of the entire field of war
and peacs, While the company is being organized as a profit-making venture,
this is primarily to enable investors tc secure certain tax benefits, lo inves
tor will expect more than a very modest interest on his invectment, anú the even-
tual return of his canital. Any surpluses which accrue will be used to publish
anecononic but important works.

Each of the principal organizers of the company has been active in various
aspects of peace work for more than 20 years, and thus brings not cnly his tech
nical ezperience tut a deep commitment to the primary emphasis of the house.
)rganizers and supporters include members of the wide range of peace efforts,
but ergesizational participation is not being sought. It is feit that this should
be a wholly independent press without ties to any ideological outlooks

Functions of the Editorial Consultants are described on an attached sheets
There will be no meetings or organizational work, ani participation will be prime
narily by maila Fach Consultant will be active in areas of his own choices

Ye feel that a broad range of experts available for consultation can play
a strategic role in the development of publications and materials required for
an effective understanding cf society and especially the efforts to eliminate
war as an institution, We hope that you agree and that you will accept this
responsibility.

Preliminary planning is just about complete. As soon as we have the Edi-
torial Consultant group, we shall attach their names to the prospectus (page 10)
and shall proceed to raiss the necessary capital, It is hoped that this can be
completed during the early Fall, and that our first books will be published in
the Winter.

l wuld appreciate hearing from you if you will accept this invitation.
[ shall, of course, be hanpy to answer any questions.

charles Bloomstein



FUNCT ONS OF EDITORIAL CONSULTANTS

[t is expected that Editorial Consultants will be active in one or more of the
following areas:

LY

2.
a
ta
»

Suggesting books for pepsrback editions
Suggesting areas of research
Editing coliec*ions of sssays
Referring manuceripts
Evaluating manuscripts
Translating manuscripts or books
Writing prefaces and introductions
Writine essay»revicws

7
À a

Jonsultants are, of course, welcome to extend their participation to other
aspects of the publishing activity, if they wish to do so.

LIST OF INDIVIDUALS BEING ASKED TO SIRVE ASEDITORIAL CONSULTANTS

In the process of formulating plans for the publishing house, four people thus
far have been asked to serve as Eiitorial Consultants, and all have accepted,
These are A.J, Muste, David Riesman, Robert Gilmore and Robert Pickus. Others
being asked at this time are?

Steve Allen
Eivon Atwater
James Baldwin
Roger Baldwin
Stringfellow Barr
Eric Bentley
Kenneth Boulding
darrison Brown
Don Calhoun
Stephen Cary
David Cavers
Stuart Chase
Yorman Cousing
Willian Davidon
Dorothy Day
David Dellinger
Amitai Etzioni
Otto Feinstein
Roy Finch
Roger Fisher
Jaledb Foote
Jerome Frank
darrop Freeman
rich Fromm
Henry Geiger
Nathan Glazer
Victor Gollancz
Paul Goodman

Roger Hagan
Louis Halle
Alfred Hassler
Nat Hentoff
George Houser
B. W. Huebsch
1, Stuart Hughes
Robert M, Hutchins
Aldous Huxley
aristopher Isherwood
Hemer Jack
Byron Johnson
Herbert Kelman
Leonard Xenworthy
Martin Le King, Jr.
áric Larabee
Sid Lens
Robert J. Lifton
William B. Lloyd, Jr.
Robert Lowell
Dwight Macdonald
Milton Mayer
varey MceWilliams
Emil Mazey
Stewart Meachan
Seymour Melman
Don Michael
Walter Millie
William L. Neumann

Reinhold Niebuhr
Nick Paster
Linus Pauling
Theodore Paullin
Jim Peck
Clarence Pickett
Jerard Piel
George Reeves
falter Reuther
Theodore Roszak
Harold Row
Morris Rubin
Bertrand Bunsell
vlareaze Senior
Gene Sharp
fulford Sidley
John Swomley
Leo Szilard
Harold Taylor
Evan Thomas
Norman Thomas
James J. Wadsworth
James Ps Warburg
Arthur Waskow
Norbert Wiener
Herbert Will
Quincy Wright
Albert 2sent-Gyorey



ACCEPTANCE
I would like to serve as an Editorial Consultant to the new publishing
house, as described in the prospectus,

Signature

Cdra

Je &gt; DC De SK ak NE SC DREDEC Di DA Sk SECSK DIE SK Dé DE

Since many people concentrate in a number of fields, it would be very
helpful if you would list below all areas in which vou would like to
serve as Elitorial Consultant (foreign policy, history, lator, econo-
nics, Science, psychology, ete.)

AO

Please indicate below the exact form in which you would like your
name to appear in any listing, giving desired title (Dr., pref., etc.)
and ary organizational or academic affiliation ussful for identifi-
cation purposes.



PROSPECTUS

a new

Panerback

Publishing House



OBJECTIVES

It is proposed to establish a company to publish works exploring

the problems of war and peace in their broadest sense, The range

would inciude works dealing with mants understanding of man and his

societies, the movement of history and the causes and methods of

social change, and especially man's efforts to end war as an insti-

tution. Publication shall be primarily in paperbound editions,

The primary criterion for the selection of any work for publica-

tion shall be its ability to contribute to the above-stated purpose,

without respect to ideological considerations. Within this context.

the Company shall make a special effort to publish works exploring

the non-violent resolution of conflict.

Many titles on these subjects are now either out-of-date or out-

of-print. Others are available only in expensive clothbound editions

Initially, the Company will concentrate on publishing, in paperbound

aditions, already existing titles meeting its standards.

However, the publication in paper of such suitable titles will

still leave enormous gaps in the coverage of present day problems of

war and peace. The Company will therefore encourage original re-

search, with a view to the earliest possible publication of out-

standing manuscripts.

It is the Company's aim eventually to provide broad and systematic

roverace of its field.



PRESENT CONDITION OF THE MARKET FOR THE COMPANY'S BOOKS

The general concern with peace and the great recent upsurge in

activities aimed at nuclear disarmament has led to a corresponding

increase in the demand for pertinent and incisive reading materials,

Such materials do not now exist in sufficient quality, quantity or

range to satisfy this growing market,

The Company will rely primarily on normal commercial channels

f'or the distribution of nanerdbound books. The market for such books

has shown steady growth, and the number of paperback bookstores in-

creases each year. These outlets will provide the major portion of

sales of the Company's books.

In addition, a substantial market resides in the various rpeace

movements” that have developed in the Erglish-speaking world in re-

cent years. Sales of books and other literature, always an important

part of the work of such organizations, have been increasing, Futher-

more, local peace centers have been established in a number of areas,

and more are being organized. Each of thesc maintains a literature

department.

It is the intention of the Company to develop and exploit these

new distribution potentialities. These additional outlets can make

possible a very considerable increase in the sales of the companyts

books.



WHY A NEW PUBLISHING HOUSE

It is generally true that good books eventuaily get published,

Nevertheless, there are excellent reasons for a new, specialized

house. Thesc are:

1. Controversial manuscripts, and those with what are considered

limited markets, frequently suffer inordinate delays in finding a

publisher, and sometimes never succeed. Where timeliness is a fac-

tor, any delay can itself be fatal,

2. The existence of a spezialized pubiishing house serves as a ca-

talyst in its field. The fect that the Company is in existence will

in itself stimulate rese:rch in problems of war and peace.

3. The Company plans to play an important creative role. It will

know what is being researched and by whom. It will constantly review

its arcas of interest, with an awareness of what needs to be done.

1% will suggest ideas to appropriate peonle, coordinate work being

Zone indevendently, and serve as the center for the svstematic ex-

ploration of its field,

Le The Company's exploitation of new distribution potentialities

(see page 2) will mean increased exposure of its books to its market.

This will result in increased sales and thus make possible publica.

tion of works otherwise not feasible.

The establishment of this new house therefore seems both desira-

ble and necessary.



THECOMPANY'SSIECIAL ADVANTAGES

The Company's operations will be guided by established publishing

principles with respect “o manuscript selection, manufacturing, distri-

bution, royalty and administration. It will also have a number of ad-

vantages, notccnsideredinitsbudgeting,whichshouldenableitto

opercte at substantial savings as compared to other publications.

These are:

l. Manuscripts - The Company can count on the active support of a con-

siderable number of people in colleges, universities, and publie life.

These will refer manuscripts to the Company, suggest arcas for re-

search, read and evaluate material in their fields, provide prcfaces

and introductions, and write, on occasion, essay-rcviews for journals.

Attached is a partial list of such individuals, each of whom has agreed

to serve in this capacity. The Company should therefore have superior

access to manuscripts at a lower cost than customary in the trade.

2. Technical Consulting Services - Preliminary discussions with a

number of experienced an: talented editors and graphic designers have

shown that the Company can count on these people for low cost consult-

ing work, and will not require its own permanent staff for such ser-

vices (sce page 8).

3. Distribution - An important aspect of distribution is continuous

checking of sales outlets to see that the Company's titles are both

stocked and favorably displayed, No commercial publisher of paper-

packs can afford to visit more than the largest bockstores for this

function. The Company can count on interested people throughout the

country to visit periodically all local book outlets, including, of

course, those specializing in pcace literature.



OPERATIONS

As noted earlier (page 4) the Company's operations will follow es-

tablished publishing principles. Proper budgeting requires the reco-

very of all costs, including its share of the overhead, from the sales

of the first printing of any work, All first printines entaii certain

important non-recurring costs (composition, plates, art-work, etcc).

As à consequence, unit manufacturing costs of subsequent printings are

sharply reduced, and the sale of such printings yiclds operating pro-

fits.

In general, the success of any book publishing house is in direct

ratio to the activity of its backlist,

he Company plans to publish at least 12 titles during its first

year and 16 titles annually thereafter. First printings are projected

2t 10,000 copies where books can be offset from existing works, at

-2,000 where it is necessary to set type. An average life of from

L to 5 years is postulated for each title, with an average sale of

14,500 copies, It is estimated that 500 copies of each title must be

set aside for review and complimentary purposes and for inventory

shrinkage.

The fact that some books will sell better than others, and will

also have a longer life, is an advantage, Three books, one of which

will sell 25,000 copies and the other two 10,000 copies each, for a

total of 45,000, will provide more net income than three books which

sell 15,000 each. Hence the usc of average figures in thc budeeting

is conservative,

A detailed analysis of all costs and budgets has been prepared and

is available.



CAPITAL REQUIRED

The six-month period following assurance of financing will be

spent in orgenizirg administration, acquiring literary properties,

planning distribution details and policies and preparing for publica-

tion activity. This period will be characterized by a minimum staff

and has been trcated separately for budgetary purposes. It is cxpected

that $30,000 will be required for this prcparatory work, this amount

to include $12,500 for advance royalty payments.

It is estimated that the Company will show an operating loss for

the first three years following the preparatory period. Based on de-

tailed analyscs, the Company should show a profit for thc fourth year,

and this should increase modestly thereafter, subsequent results will

be a function of the nur.er and success of titles published each year

and the active backlist.

During the first years of operation, accounts receivable and in-

ventories will bc increasing constantly, It is cstimated that the

total investment in these, and in advance royalties, will be close to

$90,000 at the end of the third year.

The organizers are of the opinion that a total investment of

#150,000 represcnts a sound basis for successful operations. This

sum would cover the preparatory pcriod, initial operating dcfecits,

and the requirements for working capital during the first thrce ycars.

It would also provide a contingency reserve of 25,000 to enable the

Company to take advantage of specific situations warranting sizable

investment. Total capital should be pledged in advance, to be paid

into the Company as required.



FORM OF ORGANIZATION

This question 1s presently under discussion with competent and sym-

pathetic tax counsel, It has been agreed that = final decision should

be deferred pending knowledge of the number of investors and their tax

interests. Two basic choices are open:

Le A Subchapter S Corporation, This uses the corporate form, with

the Company electing to be taxed as r partnership. This option is

open to corporations which have less than 10 snareholders.

2e A Limitcd Partnership. Herc the investors would be the limited

partners, with liebility restricted to the amount of investment. The

organizers would be the ecneral partners, who would operate the com-

pany and have unlimited liability.

Both alternatives permit the investors to treat their pro-rata

shares of the Company's zarly losses as ordinary business losses on

their personal income tax returns. Substantial tax savings are thus

available to investors in high tax brackets. Assuming success of the

Company, subsequent sales of ownership will result in capital gains,

taxable at the maximum 25% rate.

In either form cf crganization, each investment will be made part-

ly as capital and partly as a loan. This will permit the loan mart

of the investment to be repaid, as profits permit, without incurring

tax liability.

While investment in the Company should not be primarily for pro-

fit purposes, it is possible for investors to benefit substantially

through tax advantages.



MANAGEMENT

If organized as a corporation, the shareholders will elect a

Board of Directors. If organized as a limited partnership, the gene-

ral partners will be responsible. In either case, the following per-

sons have indicated willingness to serve as the group overseeing day-

to-day operations:

charles Bicomstein - 49, M.B.A., C.P.A., State of New york, several
years experience in book publishing, at present business manager
of a monthly public affairs publication. Chier organizer of the
company and available to serve as chief operating officer.

[gal Roodenko - 45, owner of a printing business Tor ten years, win-
ner of American Institute of Graphic Arte ewards for printing of
fine books and other materials; formerly instructor of Tvpogra-
phy at Prett Institute, Would be in charge of production for the
Company.

Adrian Wilson - 39, book designer, printer and publisher, winner of
LIGA awards for books designed for Eastern and West Coast pub-
lishers. Would serve as Art Director for the company.

Roy Kepler - 42, owner of one of the largest paperback bookstores in
the United States, formerly promotion director and commentator,
FM Radio Station KF: A, Berkeley, Calif., graduate work in history
and sociology. Would serve as general consultant.

E. John Lewis - 46, sales manager for business advisory service and
tax publisher. An organizer and original treasurer of pacifice
Foundation (KPFA), foimerly economic specialist on printing and
publishing industry for U.S. Department of Labor. would serve
as £eneral consultante

Denny Wilcher - 46, partner, Wilcher &amp; Webb, representatives of book
publishers on West Coast; Chairman of Board, walden Center and
School; member of Board, Books Unlimited. Would serve as general
ronsul tant.

In addition to the above, the Company is presently in contact

with more than ten editors and several graphic designers who have

indicated willingness to take on assignments in their field because

of a basic interest in the Company's objectives. A number of these

are at present carrying out assignments for the Company.



TITLES

Listed below ls a small sampling of fairly recent titles the Company
would have wanted to consider had it been in operation when they were being
written, Paperback rights to some of these titles are still available.

AUTHOR.

Bondurant, Joan Ve
Boulding, Kenneth
Brennan, Donald Ge (eds)
Buber, Mar tin
Chardin, Pierre T, de
Cousins, Norman
Curti, Merle E,
Fromm, Erich
Goodman, Paul
Gregg, Richard
Huxley, Aldous
Jungk, Robert
Kennan, George
King-Hall, Stephen
Xissinger, Henry
Lens, Sidney
Menninger, K. and J.L.
Mills, C. Wright
Mumford, Lewis
Nef, John U,
Newman, James R,
Pauling, Linus
Pear, T.H.
Shridharani, K,
Stein, Walter
Toynbee, Arnold
right, Quincy

TITLE

The Conquest of Violence
fonflict and Defense, A General Theory
Arms Control, Disarmament and National Security
Paths in Utopia
The Phenomenon of Man
Who Speaks for Man
The American Struggle
Sane Society, Art of
Art and Social Nature
The Power of Non-Violence
Ends and Means
Children of the Ashes
Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin
Defense in the Nuclear Age
The Necessity for Choice
¥orld in Revolution
Love Against Hate
The Causes of World War III
In the Name of Sanity
Nar and Human Progress
The Rule of Folly
No More War
Psychological Factors of War and Peace
War Without Violence
Nuclear Weapons and Christian Conscience
War and Civilization
A Study of War

The Company also will reprint essays in new and unusual collections which
will give added value to such publication, Among the hundreds of essayists .
being considered ares Randolph Bourne, Albert Camus, Alex Comfort, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Paul Goodman, Aldous Huxley, Andre Gide, Jack london, George Orwell,
Herbert Read, Ignazio Silone. Henry David Thoreau, Leo Tolstoy. Mark Twain, and
Simone Weil.

The Company has a number of original projects on which it plans to begin
work immediately. These will result in at least two series of books as well as
a number of individual titles. The Company will be interested not only in works
produced in this country, but will follow closely material and research being
developed in English-speaking countries over the world, It also plans to do
translations when suitable works are availabe.



Srand holed Central
HOTEL — RESTAURANT — CAFE — BAR

TELEFONI: 332, 530 TEK. RN 433 — 706 RIJECKA BANKA 1 STED., FIL. OPATIJA
TELEGRAM: CENTRAL OPATIJA 1 — 59

Opatija, August.31,1062

Dear “rs. Ritter.

Te arrived here safely from Stockholm using
most modern means of trensportation, plene, car,
ferry, car, car train from Hamburg to Chiasso, and
then to Opatija by cer again in five days. It is
beautiful end hot here. All is going well. The
meeting ig over tonight, and tomorrow we start on
an 9 to descur of the country as guests of the
Juzoslav Academy of Sciences, visiting Ljubljana,
Bled, Belrrade,(lectures) Dubrovnik, (Ragusa) and
back to Opatije by boat along the Dalmetien coast
Te should be back here hy the 10th or lelventh of
“september when we start back to Naples. we are
setting somewhat travelweary and shall be glad to
in Naples once more. be

we shall tell you more of our impressions of
Jugoslavia when we return from this tour. So far
te have found everyone very pleasant, end there
seems to be less rigidity than in the other iron
curtain countries. German and Italien as well es
English are quite sufficient to get us arounde
since time is so short it is best not to send any
mail here, but forward it all to the Institute in
Naples where we hope to be by the 15th or 16th of
Septembere

Perhaps we haë better bring you up to date on
the Bromfield matter, in case there are any other
communications.. You know the story pretty well ur
to the time we left. One incident that took on
some meaning lester was that he wrote thet he wante
to come to Nadtes (1960) to see us during Our

NL O 524 50



christmas vecation and would ve be there at that
time. “e hed half planned to drive to Sicily but
rave that up upon receipt of his letter. “We did
not hear from him until geeks later, saying that he
had been unable to make‘ and that he was pérsonally
bankrupt. Then nothing more until we were home anc
you know all that transpired. Farly in February
you forwarded the disturbing letter from one of his
associates, a Jack Ferner. We waited for almost
two months to hear some explanction from Mr. Brom-
field, but when there was none forthcoming we deci
ded thet it would be best to be out of the whole
business. We wrote &amp; letter resigning from the di
rectorship, bringing up the poont that my husband
had never received the share or shares quelifying
him as a director, that evidently essential infor-
nation was being withheld from him end that he did
not intend to be a dummy director, since he well
may resoonsiblié Tor what he had no knowledge of.
He also made the point that he did not know his
way around in business and for that reason should
never have accepted the directorship.Hedidnot
mean to imply by his resignation any personal dis-
trust of Mr. Bromfield. We also sent a let er of

resicnetion to the other two directors, Mr. Pemis
and Mr. Coolidge, in care of Formulast, since ve
did not know their address. “e have no proof that
these two ever received the letter. Then Fronfield
wrote askins my husband to put off his resignation
and that he wanted to come to see him when he came

to London in April. We replied giving him our tim
schedule in Amsterdam, but indicating that my hus-
bend would not change his mind. Ubon arrival in
Amsterdam we had a letter or telegrem from London
saying that he would come sometime during our week
there, then another letter saying that he would tr:
to come up from Munich. No Mr. Bromfield! Later
in Naples another letter ziving some lengthy but
inconvincing explanetions, “hen we ere home arain
you will see the entire correspondance which can
sive you a much better picture of the entire pro-
cecdings. Late in Yay another letter that he woul
come to Naples in June and would we see him. "e
telerranhed that we saw no purpose in his cominge
I believe therswus another telerran sayins, Ve

I
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Srand hotel Central
HOTEL — RESTAURA! JT — CAFÉ — BAR

TELEFONI: 332, 530 TEK. RN 433 — 706 RIJECKA BANKA | STED., FIL. OPATIJA

TELEGRAM: CENTRAL OPATIJA 1— 59

&gt;, Opatija, _

were just ready to leave at thet time and I think
did not bother to answer. When the last letter
from his lawyers reached us in Stockholm asking us
to sim a statement of a director's meeting at
which apparently none of the directors had been
present and at which ( singlehanded) it had been
declded that Formulast could borrow certain sums c
money from a New England bank without having to
consult the directors, we refused, of course, and
sald that we were unable to understand their sen-
ding us the waiver to sign since Norbert “iener
had not been a director, if, in fact he ever vas,
since late in March. So we wonder what js coming
nexte Could you get us the addresses of Mr. Beni
and Mr. Coolidge in case we should have to write t
them, for we think that Mr. Bromfield msy have
withheld the letter of resignation for a few deys
if not entirely.

Did I write to you yet to send a copy of
Tempter" to wy

Dr. Marcel Fonnier 7

Physiologisches Institut, Universitit
Vesalgasse l, Basel, Switzerland, Tasel

If not please do so. That is all for today. How i
your paining coming? Best wishes,

Lu

Pal

Lo

x = fo

Cd IN

 ~~

/ - F = ” „Au u

/

P, S, We shall be back at this hotel to pick up ou.
cer at the end of the tour on the $. or 10. Sept.
in case there is eny urrent messs6©»
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SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

BRONXVILLE 8, NEW YORK

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

TELEPHONE

DEERFIELD 7-0700

Dear Dre Wiener:

This past academic year Sarah Lawrence College has instituted a
new series of lectures by outstanding figures in the fields of science,
aistory, philosophy, literature, government, music and art as stimulus to
and symbol of the intellectual life of this college community. We are
now making plans for the 1962-63 series, and I am writing to ask if you
would consent to be one of the speakers.

The student-faculty committee has suggested that, to the extent
it is convenient for the speakers, the lectures be scheduled for Tuesday
evenings and spread over the months of October, November, February and
Marche The fee is to be $500 plus expenses. The College would appreciate
naving each speaker as its guest for the whole day of the visit to meet
informally with students in the particular area of interest, but recog-
nizes that the speaker!s schedule may be too erowded for this.

The series is entitled the Mona Bronfman Sheckman Lecture Series,
in recognition of the foundation whose generosity made possible its initia=-
tion. Four speakers are invited to the campus each year. These are selected
as people who, besides being outstanding in their field, are able to com-
mnicate significant ideas of their field to a mature, but non-specialist
audience which includes not only our undergraduates and faculty, but also
members of the community, The subject of the lecture is left in each case
to the speaker. This past year our speakers were: Reinhold Niebuhr,
Nadia Boulanger. George Wald and Robert Froste

We feel you would be a particularly appropriate speaker in the
series, not only because of your contributionsto the advance of science
out, because your concern with its relevance to contemporary social issues
has gained the respect of so many of us here at Sarah Lawrence, It will
nean a great deal to us if vou will accept the invitation to lecture.

Sincerely,

Paul L. Ward

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge, Massachusetts



AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
190 HOPE STREET, PROVIDENCE 6, R. I.

DATE August 31, 1962

988NO

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39. Massachusetts

STATEMENT OF. ROYALTY PAYMENT
Fiscal Year Ending May 31, 1962

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY TFRMS NET CASH.

Colloguium Volume 19 - " Fourier Transforms in the Complex Domain" (Reprinted 1960)

List Price

$5.50

Number Sold

135

Payment August 31, as of May 31, 1962

7 1/2 % of List Price

$.4125

- Check No. 76 71 $55.69

$55.69

Amount of Royalty that would have been paid to R. E. A, C, Paley as a Joint Author

MEMO ONLY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF REMITTANCE



AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
190 HOPE STREET. PROVIDENCE 6. R. I.

pare August 31, 1962

… 987

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

STATEMENT OF ROYALTY PAYMENT

Fiscal Year Ending May 31, 1962
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. TERMS NET CASH.

Colloguium Volume 19 - " Fourier Trarsforms in the Complex Domain" (Reprinted 1960)

List Price 7 1/2 % of List Price

$5.50 $ 41275 $55.69
$55.69Payment August 31 as of May 31, 1962 - Check No. wr Cm

MEMO ONLY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF REMITTANCE 2.0)


